Simulating complex processes can be intractable when memory effects are present, often necessitating approximations in the length or strength of the memory. However, quantum processes display distinct memory effects when probed differently, precluding memory approximations that are both universal and operational. Here, we show that it is nevertheless sensible to characterize the memory strength across a duration of time with respect to a sequence of probing instruments. We propose a notion of process recovery, leading to accurate predictions for any multi-time observable, with errors bounded by the memory strength. We then apply our framework to an exactly solvable non-Markovian model, highlighting the decay of memory for certain instruments that justify its truncation. Our formalism provides an unambiguous description of memory strength, paving the way for practical compression and recovery techniques pivotal to near-term quantum technologies.
Simulating complex processes can be intractable when memory effects are present, often necessitating approximations in the length or strength of the memory. However, quantum processes display distinct memory effects when probed differently, precluding memory approximations that are both universal and operational. Here, we show that it is nevertheless sensible to characterize the memory strength across a duration of time with respect to a sequence of probing instruments. We propose a notion of process recovery, leading to accurate predictions for any multi-time observable, with errors bounded by the memory strength. We then apply our framework to an exactly solvable non-Markovian model, highlighting the decay of memory for certain instruments that justify its truncation. Our formalism provides an unambiguous description of memory strength, paving the way for practical compression and recovery techniques pivotal to near-term quantum technologies.
I. INTRODUCTION
Our ability to manipulate quantum systems underpins the potential advantage over classical technologies [1] . Their dynamics is often idealized as being noise-free or, if unavoidable, any noise is assumed to be uncorrelated; however, interactions with the environment generally perpetuate information regarding the system's past, influencing its future behaviour. Memory effects thus pervade quantum evolutions, resulting in non-Markovian dynamics [2] . The complexity of modeling such processes grows exponentially in the time over which the memory is accounted for; therefore, many simulation techniques invoke memory cutoff approximations to enhance efficiency [3] . While several metrics have been proposed to quantify memory (and the consequences of neglecting it) [4] , most of them do not consider the influence of experimental interventions, failing to account for the operational reality of quantum systems that are probed in time. Indeed, the consequences of memory depend strongly on how a system is controlled.
This can be illustrated by considering the shallow pocket model [5] [6] [7] [8] . This model, detailed in Appendix A, consists of a quantum spin coupled to an environment comprising a continuous degree of freedom. The free joint dynamics leads to reduced Lindblad evolution that purely dephases the spin, with exponentially vanishing off-diagonal matrix elements. Non-classical correlations between any preparation and later measurement similarly vanish, and so the process is forgetful of the initial system state. However, performing a σ x unitary transformation at any time causes the system to evolve back to its original state; in this sense, the process displays infinitely long memory. This example highlights that, although certain temporal correlations in the system state may decay rapidly, these do not account for the whole story; more generally, there can exist correlations between the history and future processes that can be experimentally witnessed, as shown in Fig. 1 .
FIG. 1. Memory in shallow pocket dynamics. The mutual information I(S :
A) between a system and ancilla initially in a Bell pair decays exponentially as the system undergoes shallow pocket evolution (black, solid). However, this is not the case if an intervention is applied at some time t1 (= 5 above). We depict application of σx (blue, long dashed); an offset Pauli rotation √ 0.95σx + √ 0.05σz (green, dotted); measurement of + in the x-basis (red, dot-dashed); and a trash-and-prepare channel, where the outcome is forgotten and a fresh state is prepared (purple, short dashed).
In this Letter, we construct an operational notion of memory strength for an open quantum process. That is, we quantify the correlations between past and future processes with respect to a multi-time probing schema in between the two, as depicted in Fig. 2 . Our main result links said memory strength with the concept of process recoverability: with respect to any interrogation sequence one can approximately reconstruct the process by discarding the future-history correlations; for a meaningful set of multi-time observables, the difference between expectation values calculated via the actual and the recovered process is upper bounded by the instrument-specific memory strength. This connection is akin to that between conditional mutual information and fidelity of recovery for quantum states [9, 10] and involves a generalization of the measured relative entropy (introduced in Ref. [11] ) to quantum stochastic processes. An immediate corollary follows from consideration of the 'do nothing' instrument-which many numerical memory cutoffs implicitly assume-which bounds the distance between the actual and simulated density operator at any future time. Moreover, the memory strength with re-spect to informationally complete instruments bounds a generalization of the diamond norm to multi-time quantum processes. Lastly, we demonstrate our results via an exactly solvable non-Markovian model, highlighting the intricate structure of memory amenable to our framework. We begin by recapping the formalism of quantum stochastic processes.
II. QUANTUM STOCHASTIC PROCESSES
Consider a process involving a system S and its environment E, with an experimenter interrogating the system at times t j ∈ {t 1 , . . . , t n }. Before the first time, the systemenvironment state can be correlated and the only requirement is that the environment is finally discarded; without loss of generality, we consider joint unitary evolution between timesteps. As per Fig. 2 , abstracting everything that is out of control of the experimenter yields a multi-linear map called the process tensor, Υ n:1 [12, 13] (similar objects have been introduced elsewhere in various contexts [6, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] ). This map takes sequences of completely-positive (CP) maps O (xn:1) n:1 to the joint probability distribution over their realization according to the generalized spatio-temporal Born-rule [23] :
The collection J n:1 = {O (xn:1) n:1 } represents the overall influence of the experimenter and is called a generalized instrument [14] . Both the process tensor and the instruments are higher-order quantum maps [24] ; here, we use the ChoiJamiołkowski isomorphism to represent them as quantum states [25] . Since the process tensor represents an unconditional evolution of S, it is a positive semidefinite matrix Υ n:1 ≥ 0 satisfying the following hierarchy of trace conditions that ensure causality:
where i(o) refers to the input (output) space associated to each timestep (see Fig. 2 ). Each O (xn:1) n:1 corresponds to a probabilistically-realized transformation and is also a positive semidefinite matrix; any collection of these in a valid generalized instrument must sum to an object with a complementary set of trace conditions to those of the process tensor [17, 18] .
This framework accounts for all (multi-time) memory effects in a process for any choice of instruments, which are the natural extension of preparations and measurements. In particular, the process tensor for a memoryless (Markovian) process has a correlation-less form: [12] . Correlations in the process tensor correspond to inherent memory effects of the process, eclipsing the consideration of simply those between observables measured at different times. The subtlety in the shallow pocket model example arises due to the invasive nature of interrogation in quantum mechanics, which obfuscates the boundary between process and observer [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . The process tensor formalism circumvents such issues by separating the underlying process from the experimental interventions, generalizing and unifying notions of non-Markovianity [12, 13] and memory length [30] [31] [32] in quantum dynamics.
FIG. 2.
Quantum stochastic process. A quantum stochastic process dilated in terms of an initial system-environment state and joint unitary evolutions (green). This can all be represented as a single multilinear map Υn:1 = ΥF M H (green outline). For illustration, we consider a 5-step process across a memory block of length = 3. For each outcome of an instrument on the memory, JM = {O
(blue, red) results. Future-history correlations in the conditional process evidence memory effects persisting over duration .
III. MEMORY
To address memory we break the process into three parts: the history H = {t 1 , . . . , t k− −1 }, the memory M = {t k− , . . . , t k−1 } and the future {t k , . . . , t n } (see Fig. 2 ). When an experimenter probes a process Υ F M H across the length-memory block with the instrument
}, they yield a future-history process conditional on each outcome, which is computed by restricting the trace in Eq. (1):
Each such conditional process occurs with the probability
F H ] of the experimenter observing outcome x M [33]. The tilde in Eq. (2) signifies that the conditional objects are not necessarily proper process tensors, as realizing outcomes on the memory amounts to post-selection of the history [16, 34] ; nonetheless, summing these yields a causallyordered conditional process tensor Υ
F H . If the conditional future-history processes for each outcome are uncorrelated, i.e., Υ
, then the process has Markov order with respect to J M [30] . This operational notion of memory length considers the number of most recent timesteps upon which interventions can influence the future; intuitively, if the experimenter applies J M , then for any choice of history and future instruments, no future-history correlations are possible in the observed statistics.
We have recently proven that there do not exist nonMarkovian quantum processes with finite-length memory for all instruments [30] ; one is forced to characterize memory length in quantum processes with respect to a specific instrument sequence, precluding a universal compression and recovery protocol. Put differently, quantum processes typically exhibit infinite memory length [32] . However, long memory does not imply strong memory; understanding the strength of memory across a time interval is thus pivotal to simulating processes with approximately finite memory.
A. Memory Strength
In general, the conditional processes in Eq. (2) exhibit correlations, signifying memory effects that persist for longer than timesteps. Any suitable correlation monotone I(F : H) calculated on the (appropriately normalized) Υ
F H measures the strength of said memory for each outcome x M ; i.e., the degree to which their realization influences the observed statistics in an individual run of the experiment. We therefore introduce the probabilistic memory strength θ(x M ) := I(F :
for individual outcomes. For a deterministic memory strength we aggregate the outcomes of the instrument via a suitable figure of merit, e.g., maximum or average; the former would bound the potential memory strength, whereas the latter would give its expected value. This motivates the instrument-specific memory strength:
where the bar denotes the chosen aggregation. A natural choice for the correlation measure is the quantum mutual information I(F : H) := S F + S H − S F H , where
, which upper bounds all possible correlations between arbitrary observables on F and H [36]; thus, its vanishing implies that the temporal regions of the future and history are conditionally independent given x M . When this is chosen for θ(x M ) and the aggregation is taken to be the average, the instrument-specific memory strength corresponds to the quantum conditional mutual information (CMI) I(F :
where the physical memory M has been projected onto an abstract pointer space m labeling the instrument outcomes. While this process has a quantum-classical form, this does not preclude the presence of temporal quantum correlations [37] . We now show a connection between the memory strength measured using CMI and the operational recoverability of a process.
B. Recoverability and Simulation
For an efficient simulation of a process, what is important is to correctly reproduce all future statistics with respect to only knowledge of the memory. As no non-Markovian processes have finite-length memory for all instruments [30] , there does not generically exist a universal recovery map that simulates the future. Instead, we define an instrument-specific recovery map R J M m→F m that prepares the marginal future process corresponding to each outcome of J M , such that Λ
Intuitively, when the memory strength is small for a given instrument, Eq. (2) becomes Υ
F mH can be used to approximate probabilities associated with compatible instrument elements; this can be represented by the restricted process tensor (in the sense of Ref.
[38])
where the D
F M H is not a positive operator in general (denoted by the underline), but produces normalized probability distributions for instruments whose M part lies in the span of J M ; thus it can be used to compute the expectation value of any multi-time observable of the form
any operator) is a global instrument. When the instrument-specific CMI is small, these expectation values approximate those computed with the original process tensor, as formalized in the following theorem: Theorem 1. For any multi-time observable C with support on M within the span of the elements of J M ,
where |C| := inf J x |c J x | 2 with D F H the dimension of the Hilbert space that Υ F H acts on.
We provide a proof in Appendix B 2, where we adapt results of Refs. [9, 11, 39, 40] , along with Pinsker's inequality, to first bound a version of the measured relative entropy and then the l.h.s. of Eq. (5). We also prove a similar bound, which is tighter in some cases, with |C| := inf J x |c J x | 2 /D F H where the optimization is over unbiased instruments J , which satisfy
While Thm. 1 is valid for multi-time observables, often all that is required is the density operator as function of time. An immediate corollary of Thm. 1, proven in Appendix B 3, is a bound on its error:
be the true density operator at any time t j ∈ F following outcome x M of J M applied to the memory, and ρ (x M ) j be the simulated one. Then we have:
Another important case is when the elements of J M span the full memory space; then C can be any multi-time observable, and we have (as proven in Appendix B 4):
where
generalizes the diamond norm [41] to quantum processes.
The instrument-specific memory strength Θ(J M ) therefore provides an operationally clear quantitative measure for memory in quantum processes. The generality of our results is highlighted by the fact that Markovianity and CP-divisibility can be seen as limiting cases of this framework, where the memory strength vanishes across a single timestep for particular instruments [12, 42] . Moreover, Thm. 1 and Cor. 2 give Θ(J M ) a strong operational meaning, while the bound in Thm. 3 provides the means to determine when a process is weakly non-Markovian as a function of .
Indeed, understanding the behaviour of memory effects with respect to sequences of active interventions is important for various protocols such as dynamical decoupling [7, 8, 43] and erasure or transmission of information [15, 44] . For fixed , minimizing Θ(J M ) over all instruments quantifies the intrinsic memory strength of the process, i.e., the temporal correlations that cannot be erased. The instrument corresponding to the minimum value, argmin J M [Θ(J M )], is optimal in erasing correlations between the history and future, as desired for non-Markovian error correction [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] . On the other hand, argmax J M [Θ(J M )] provides the optimal strategy for transmitting information across the memory, with the maximum value a novel quantification of the process capacity (related to the generalized memory channel capacity of Refs. [15, 44] ). Finally, the strength and length of memory determines separation of timescales in the theory of quantum stochastic thermodynamics [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] , which has recently been developed using the process tensor formalism.
To illustrate the usefulness of our results, we now investigate an exactly solvable non-Markovian dynamics [55] .
IV. CASE STUDY
Consider a qubit (system) coupled to another qubit (environment) that interacts with an additional external bath. The joint SE state evolves under the master equation
where the dissipator acts on the environment alone:
The dynamics describes a qubit interacting with another via XX coupling of strength ξ, with a cooling process on the environment induced by the external bath at rate κ.
In Ref. [55] , it was shown that for κ 2 ≥ 64ξ 2 , the process is CP-divisible, which is often used as a proxy for quantum Markovianity [56, 57] ; however, as seen in the shallow pocket model, CP-divisibility only constitutes an absence of some kinds of memory [42] (see also Ref. [58] for an analysis of the relation between Markovianity and other two-time proxies, such as information backflow and system-environment correlations). Non-Markovianity 'measures' built upon such two-time considerations-many of which contradict each other [4] -necessarily overlook multi-time memory effects. Indeed, this model contains higher-order correlations; in Appendix C, by constructing the full process tensor, we quantify the (non-vanishing) non-Markovianity for all (ξ, κ) ∈ [0, 2] × [0, 10] by calculating the distance (with respect to the relative entropy [59] ) to the nearest Markovian process.
We now examine the strength of said memory effects over time, for different probing instruments, in various regimes. FIG. 3 . Memory strength for case study. We plot X = {r.h.s. (solid), l.h.s. (hollow)} of the bound in Thm. 1 for i) the identity instrument (i.e., the natural memory strength) and ii) a causal break instrument, averaged over outcomes. We construct a 6-step process tensor in the strongly non-Markovian (red, circles), CPdivisible (blue, squares) and intermediate (green, diamonds) parameter regimes, and consider the memory strength over consecutive applications of said instruments. See Appendix C.
We construct three parameterized 6-step process tensors Υ 6:1 (ξ, κ): one in the CP-divisible regime Υ CP , one in an intermediate regime Υ
Int , and one in the strongly nonMarkovian regime Υ SNM and consider M to contain timesteps ranging from t 2 up to t 5 . We compute the memory strength Θ(J M ) for the following instruments: i) the 'do nothing' or identity instrument, which corresponds to the natural memory strength of the process when the system is not actively intervened with; ii) the causal break instrument comprising an informationally complete set of independent measurements and repreparations; and iii) the completely-noisy instrument, which discards the state output by the process and reprepares the maximally mixed state, thereby capturing the strength of noise-resistant memory.
We compute both sides of the bound in Thm. 1 with C chosen to correspond to an initial preparation of the state |0 followed by doing nothing for four timesteps before finally recording a particular POVM outcome. Firstly, the results, summarized in Fig. 3 , confirm that the memory strength strongly depends on the instrument choice. The process in all three regimes has vanishing memory strength with respect to the completely noisy instrument (not shown in figure) , meaning that an experimenter can erase the temporal correlations in the process by erasing at a single timestep. Each process displays significant memory strength with respect to the identity instrument, indicating a non-negligible memory transmission through the system, i.e., the memory does not rapidly decay naturally. In contrast, the effects of active interventions are seen for the causal break instrument (note the change of scale). The CP-divisible process exhibits negligible memory strength, the intermediate process some memory effects, and the strongly non-Markovian one stronger correlations still. In all regimes, the results highlight that the bound grows tighter with (for the chosen observable), indicating more accurate reproduction of all statistics via the reconstructed process; thus a memory cutoff for efficient simulation with respect to the causal break instrument would be warranted. Finally, the tightness of the bound remains an open question, as we did not optimize over possible observables.
V. DISCUSSION
Genuine memory effects in quantum processes are directly relevant for experimental applications and computational simulation techniques as they permit operational memory cutoff approximations and notions of recoverability. Our tools will be of utmost importance to modern techniques for efficient simulation, such as those being developed through extensions of the transfer tensor formalism [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] and applications of machine-learning concepts for processes that can be embedded into memoryless ones with low-dimensional effective environments [65] ; such developments bridge the connection between characterization and simulation of quantum processes with memory [66, 67] .
In our case study, we exemplified how this might be applied in practice by examining memory behaviour for different instruments; our results demonstrate that our comprehensive notion of memory strength smooths artificial discontinuities in memory characteristics and provides a nuanced characterization of multi-time memory effects. By tuning the parameters of the model, one could simulate dynamics that is amenable to short-time memory approximations for certain instruments. Our results are suggestive of the insights to be uncovered by studying the memory behaviour for dynamics and instruments relevant to certain scenarios, in particular regarding emerging quantum technologies. thesis, Monash University, Australia (2019).
[33] In general, the history and future processes will retain some part of M to yield Υ Here we detail the shallow pocket model considered as a motivating example [5] [6] [7] [8] . It describes a qubit system coupled to a linear degree of freedom that acts as its environment. The dynamics is generated by the interaction Hamiltonian
wherex is the position operator and g the coupling strength. The joint state of the system-environment evolves as
where ρ ij 0 corresponds to the matrix element (i, j) of the system density operator at time t = 0.
In order to examine memory effects in this process, we consider the initial state of the system to be maximally entangled with an additional ancilla A. The environment begins uncorrelated with SA in the state |ψ ψ| E , which is such that
We track the mutual information I(S :
as the system is subject to this dynamics. Firstly, suppose that no interventions are made to the system as it evolves. Throughout the process, the system builds up correlations with the environment at the expense of those shared with the ancilla. This can be seen by tracing out the environmental degrees of freedom: in doing so, one obtains-through the inverse Fourier transform of a Lorentzian distribution-the following system-ancilla timeevolved state
The mutual information of this state decays exponentially in time, as depicted by the black, solid curve in Fig. 1 (note that we choose g = 0.8, γ = 0.3 for all curves in this figure) . We now examine the effect of implementing an operation on the system at some intermediary time. We consider the natural evolution above to occur up until some fixed time t 1 (= 5 for illustration), at which point an arbitrary quantum operation can be applied to the system; the system subsequently evolves according to the shallow pocket model up to some later time t 1 +τ . It is crucial to track the entire system-ancillaenvironment state throughout the process to understand the evolution of the correlations between the parties-as this is how memory effects are made manifest-with the environment only being discarded at the conclusion.
Consider first applying the Pauli rotation σ x to the system at t 1 . The subsequent joint system-ancilla state at t 1 + τ is
where the notation means that σ x was applied at fixed time t 1 , followed by shallow pocket evolution for variable time τ . It is clear that by time τ = t 1 , the system-ancilla has returned to a maximally correlated state. The mutual information as this state evolves is depicted by the blue, long-dashed line in Fig. 1 . Indeed, this analysis recovers the well-known result that application of σ x at time t 1 reverses the dynamics and leads to the system returning to its initial state (of maximal correlation with the ancilla, in our case) by time 2t 1 [7, 8] .
This
One can also consider the experimenter applying other operations. For instance, perhaps the operation implemented at t 1 is some offset Pauli rotation σ offset := √ pσ x + √ 1 − pσ z . In this case, the subsequent system-ancilla state is
p pe
The mutual information of this state is depicted by the green dotted line in Fig. 1 . Interestingly, this first induces a decrease in the mutual information between the system and ancilla that is steeper than the exponential decay that occurs when no operation is implemented, before correlations build back up as the system evolves with the environment, which retains memory of the system's past.
Similarly, a measurement of the system state could be made. In Fig. 1 , the red, dot-dashed curve depicts this for a measurement in the x-basis spanned by {|± := |0 ± |1 }; here we show the mutual information for a measurement yielding the outcome +. The post-measurement systemancilla state is 
Directly after the result is observed, i.e., at τ = 0, the mutual information drops to 0 as the system and ancilla are uncorrelated; however, again, correlations build back up as the system evolves with its environment due to memory.
Lastly, the experimenter could attempt to completely erase any historic information by discarding the system (i.e., measuring without recording the outcomes) and prepare a fixed, known state to feed into the dynamics. The purple, shortdashed curve in Fig. 1 depicts this scenario. For the shallow pocket model considered, it does not matter which state is prepared by the experimenter: the discarding of measurement outcomes destroys any memory of the history and no correlations between the system and ancilla can ever be built up again. Crucially, this is not the case in general and only occurs because the dynamics is CP-divisible.
All of the information above is encapsulated in the process tensor, as described in the main text. For the shallow pocket model evolving any input state of the system until time t 1 , at which point any CP operation can be implemented, followed by an additional time τ of shallow pocket dynamics, the process tensor is as follows 
The representation of the process tensor used above is a supernormalized four-partite quantum state encapsulating all of the information necessary to predict the output quantum system at time t 1 +τ =: t 2 for any initial system state and any operation applied at t 1 . Thus it includes all possible memory effects in the process. The instrument-specific memory strength introduced in the main text captures all correlations between the input and output state for any operation applied in between; indeed, the above example considering the correlations between the system and an ancilla with which it is initially maximally entangled provides an alternate interpretation (for two-time memory considerations; for more complex memory structures between multiple timesteps, one would need to consider the behaviour of correlations between multiple pairs of initially entangled system-ancilla states, with a copy of the system being fed into the process at each timestep).
Appendix B: Proofs of Thm. 1, Cor. 2 and Thm. 3
Preliminaries
To begin with, we introduce the following definition:
Definition 4 (Instrument relative entropy). For any family of instruments J and process tensors Υ, Γ,
where S(A B) := tr [A(log A − log B)] is the usual quantum relative entropy and P J is a CP map from process tensors to classical pointer states, whose elements form a probability distribution over outcomes of the instrument J = {O (x) }:
This is a variant of the measured relative entropy (defined in Ref. [11] ):
where M is a set of measurements
It is straightforward to show that S(ρ σ) ≥ S M (ρ σ), but it is not immediately clear that a similar inequality holds for S J , since the maps P J involved in Def. 4 are not trace preserving. However, we will now show that a similar inequality holds:
Lemma 5. For any pair of process tensors Υ, Γ,
k the total input space dimension of the process tensors.
Proof. This proof relies on the monotonicity of the relative entropy under the relevant set of CP maps. The crucial property a CP map E : B(H) → B(H ) (for a pair of Hilbert spaces H and H ) must satisfy in order that S(E[ρ] E[σ]) ≤ S(ρ σ) is that both it and its adjoint map E : B(H ) → B(H) satisfy the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality [39], i.e,
and
for any bounded operators X ∈ B(H) and x ∈ B(H ). This is satisfied when 
For the maps P J appearing in Def. 4, it is possible to show that these conditions do not hold. However, we can write P J = D i PĴ , where
such that the Kraus operators of PĴ take the form E xk = |x k| O (x) /D i , where {|k } is an orthonormal basis for the space the O (x) 's act on. Since the trace conditions required for the overall action of any instrument imply that tr
J is a positive operator and hence the sum of its singular values (its trace) cannot be smaller than its largest. Therefore, PĴ satisfies the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality in both directions and we have
where, in the first equality, we have used the simply demonstrated fact that S(αρ ασ) = αS(ρ σ) for any scalar α. 
with Θ(J M ) taken to be the CMI, J ∩ span(J M ) a family of instruments whose elements have support on M only in the linear span of the elements of J M , and
the total dimension of the Hilbert space Υ F H acts on.
Proof. When Θ(J M ) is chosen to be the CMI of the normalized Choi states, we have (14) of Ref. [9] that the CMI equals the relative entropy with the recovered state:
. Again using that S(αρ ασ) = αS(ρ σ), it follows from Eq. (B11) and Lem. 5 that
Here J F mH is a set of instruments on F H combined with a POVM on the pointer space m, i.e., for J = {O (x)
where E 
with Γ ∈ {Υ, Λ} and {D
} the dual set to J M , we have
. Hence Eq. (B12) is equivalent to Eq. (B9).
However, for the special class of unbiased instruments J ub ∈ J ub (on F H) with deterministic action satisfying O 
with Θ(J M ) taken to be the CMI, and J ub|J M = J ∩ span(J M ) ∩ J ub F H the set of instruments whose elements have support on M only in the linear span of the elements of J M and for which the F H part is unbiased.
Proof. First we note that, for unbiased instruments,
where the trace-normalized Choi stateΥ is a physical density operator and x D o O (x) = 1, i.e., the rescaled instrument elements form a POVM. In this case, the action of the instrument map P J ub on the process tensor looks like a tracepreserving measurement map on the normalized Choi state, for which the usual monotonicity of relative entropy holds. That is, for process tensors Υ and Γ,
We can therefore follow the same steps as in the proof of Prop. 6, starting from Eq. (B11), to arrive at We are now in a position to prove our main result.
